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KALTJITI ARTS 

Intersections. 
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We are very pleased to bring you an exhibition of paintings and tjanpi sculptures by some of the leading artists from 

Kaltjiti Arts. 

The wellspring of creativity found at Fregon, S.A., comes from the close family connections within Kaltjiti Arts. This is a 

place where individual paths have crossed and merged, where family ties intersect and are forged into unbreakable 

bonds. The areas where personal and traditional interests overlap serve to heighten family connections and the artistic 

expressions of cultural heritage. Their histories are shared, but the voices are individual; one, but not the same. 

Robin Kankapankatja was one of Fregon’s most senior and highly regarded men. His sudden death at the beginning of 

2013 sent shock waves through the community. This was a man who had determined to document every tree in his 

country in order to capture and preserve its significance for his family and future generations. Sadly, his project was 

unfinished when he died. These three paintings comprise part of his homage to his country. 

Since Kankapankatja’s death, his widow, Tjayangka (Antjala) Robin, has begun investigating the natural environment 

more intensively in her own art practice. Both she and Kankapankatja were committed to land management, and this 

drive to document the important plants in her country has now come to the fore in her art as she continues her husband’s 

project in her own manner. 

Tjayangka Robin’s sister, Iwana Ken, also closely identifies with her environment but where Robin’s voice is through the 

flora, Ken’s is aligned strongly with the fauna, both native and feral. Her renditions of camels, lizards and birds are widely 

loved for their quirkiness and her genius use of found materials. While the heart of each work is playful, it carries a true 

story drawn from tjukurrpa or a historical occurrence. With regard to the feral camels, her stories are not all of ecological 

doom and destruction; there are lighter moments touching on the multi-faceted usefulness of this imported beast of 

burden to the local people. 

Intersecting with Tjayangka Robin’s family is the late Tali Tali Pompey (1945-2011), one of the great painters and senior 

women at Fregon. Pompey was reasonably prolific over a ten year career. Like her cousin Robin, Pompey painted 

elements of her natural environment, and only occasionally painted tjukurrpa. Her approach to painting her country is 

similar to Western landscape artists: capturing the beauty of rocks, water holes, sand dunes, ghost gums and scrub – the 

natural formations that move her. 

The hand of Tali Tali can be seen in her youngest child, Stephen Pompey. Stephen was born with Down syndrome, which 

has limited his ability to describe the subject of his painting verbally. Kankapankatja spent a great deal of time with 

Stephen as he was growing up, and the old man used to take him out to country and teach him about the land. His 

widow has said recently that Stephen is painting the country shown to him years ago by Kankapankatja. He has inherited 

his mother’s bold and free painting style, and her determined spirit. 
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Senior law man Taylor Cooper is Tjayangka Robin’s brother-in-law and Matjangka (Nyukana) Norris’s brother. Cooper’s 

work draws heavily on his tjukurrpa stories that relate to the region. There are visual links between his rock hole 

paintings belonging to the Wanampi story, and Tali Tali Pompey’s painting of vast tracts of country covered in waterholes. 

His are classic ‘bush man’ paintings based on vast knowledge. 

Matjangka (Nyukana) Norris, Cooper’s sister, is famous for her Minyma Maku inma (dance). This is an important women’s 

ceremony about a monster woman who was left in the fire by her family. The heat causes her to become white ash, and 

her mouth turns red. Her performance can be seen in this video link here. Mrs Norris is also highly regarded for her 

exquisitely fine paintings of the night sky. 

Kathy Maringka is a close cousin of Mrs Norris. Like Tali Tali Pompey, she doesn’t paint tjukurrpa stories. Instead, she 

focuses on capturing the desert wildflowers that she adores. Maringka’s palette is influenced by the flowers in bloom at 

the time of painting, with the prevailing flower dictating the palette from work to work. There is more to Markingka’s 

desert flower paintings than simply recording the desert in a fleeting blaze of technicolour; the flowers are symbolic of 

new life, rebirth, food and medicines. 


